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Automate 2021
The Automate 2021 Show and Conference [15], North America’s
largest showcase devoted to automation industry trends, leadingedge technology and business innovation, is taking place May
17-20, 2021 at TCF Center in Detroit, Michigan. The
biennial event, previously located in Chicago, is the biggest yet
with more than 500 exhibitors poised to share the latest
technologies with 20,000+ attendees hoping to implement
automation to better compete in the global market.
Automate, North America’s largest showcase devoted to
automation industry trends, leading-edge technology and
business innovation, ended its eight year run in Chicago with
record numbers. According to preliminary ﬁgures, more than
20,000 walked the show ﬂoor at the biennial event – an increase
of 25 percent over 2017 – to see the advancements in robotics,
vision, motion and advanced automation technology from over
500 exhibitors from around the world.
2021 promises that Italy will once again have a strong presence
at the show, either directly from Italy or via their North American
subsidiaries.
About the organizer:
Association for Advancing Automation (A3)
The Association for Advancing Automation is the global advocate
for the beneﬁts of automating. A3 promotes automation
technologies and ideas that transform the way business is done.
A3 is the umbrella group for Robotic Industries Association (RIA),
AIA - Advancing Vision + Imaging, Motion Control & Motor
Association (MCMA) and A3 México. RIA, AIA, MCMA and A3
México combined represent over 1,200 automation
manufacturers, component suppliers, system integrators, end
users, research groups and consulting ﬁrms from throughout the
world that drive automation forward. For more information,
visit: A3 [16], RIA [17], AIA [18], MCMA [19], A3 M [20]é [21]xico [21].
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